COMPLETE LUBE SOLUTIONS FOR
SAND & GRAVEL OPERATIONS

www.flocomponents.com

√

Reduce Unplanned Downtime

√

Increase Life of Components

√

Lower Operating Costs

√

Use Your Standard In-Shop Grease

√

Systems Installed at Your Location

INCREASE RETURNS ON YOUR EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT
Bearing failure resulting from improper lubrication is a major cause of equipment downtime and significant unnecessary maintenance
costs in today’s environment. The majority of failures are caused by: contamination of bushings by dust, dirt and moisture; inadequate
amounts of lubricant applied to bearings; or over-lubrication of key pivot points.
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Direct costs resulting from inadequate lubrication can include: replacement bearings; labor to repair or replace bearings; lost time and
its impact on productivity. Indirect, but very real costs include: wasted lube, environmental issues, safety or housekeeping issues, and
higher labour costs related to inefficient manual lubrication practices.
FLO AUTOMATIC LUBRICATION SYSTEMS
Completely reliable and fully automatic, a FLO Lubrication System will increase your component life and overall productivity. The
system dispenses small measured amounts of lubricant at frequent intervals while your equipment is operating, maintaining a
consistent lubricant seal to prevent dirt and contaminants from migrating into bearings. It will help keep your equipment out
on the job and reduce your labor costs when compared to the traditional method of point-by-point manual lubrication.
Increases life of critical wear points = Protect your investment
Less unplanned downtime = Increased profits & faster ROI
Fewer repairs & replacement parts to stock = Lower operating cost
Reduces operator Involvement = Keeps them focused on their primary job
Improves safety = No climbing over & under equipment to lubricate
Uses your standard in-shop grease = No inventory of higher-cost grease
AUTOGREASERS FOR TRUCKS, TRAILERS AND SPECIALTY VEHICLES
FLO’s Over-the-Road Lube System consists of an SKF MonoFlex pump with a 1L reservoir, piston distributors, an
external timer/controller unit, fittings, tubing, and hose. In this parallel type system, lubricant flows from the pump
through a single supply line to multiple branches of distributors. The distributors operate simultaneously but are
independent of each other. Each distributor serves one single lubrication point and may be accurately adjusted to
deliver the precise amount of grease or oil required. Our system typically services your king pins, tie rods, steering
drag link, slacks, shackle pins, spring pins, transmission cross shaft and brake shafts on the
chassis, as well as any vocation specific lube points such as hinge pins, drum rollers, chute pivot and
conveyor points. Optional monitoring will provide a warning light in your cab indicating reservoir
low level and non-delivery of lubricant to your bearings. The FLO Over-the-Road Lubrication
System is suitable for most off-the-shelf North American greases up to an NLGI #00 rating.
With the appropriate grease, it will handle lubricants to -25 °C or -13 °F.
FLO’s Trailer Lube System services the break tubes, slack adjusters, shackles
and bogey wheels. With a unique controller card that keeps track of the
time a trailer is in use by monitoring its vibration, the system delivers precise
lubrication by using power from the trailer electrics. It comes in
12 or 24VDC versions.
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RELIABLE AUTOMATIC PROTECTION OF ALL YOUR STATIONARY EQUIPMENT
Auto Lube Systems for Open Gears & Support Rollers in Ball Mills
Lubricant application onto the tooth flank
FLO’s SKF Fluid circulation system for open gears and support rollers is the
ideal lubrication solution for ball mills. This system has been developed
to be able to use highly viscous lubricants specifically designed to suit the
operating conditions of large girth gear drives and can be used for lubricating
single, double or multiple pinion drives. Lubricant is continuously applied to
the gears, collected, filtered and returned to a reservoir to be re-used. The lubricant is taken
in either via an immersion bath or via a separate reservoir, pumped through lubricating pipes
and excessively applied onto the load-carrying tooth flanks, as the mill operates. The excessive
lubrication not only provides protection against wear, but also has a cleaning and cooling effect on the driving
pinions, resulting in longer replacement intervals and cost savings. The separate reservoir system version also
allows heating of the lubricant during winter seasons.
A complex filtering component ensures that the lubricant is free from contamination.
The drive’s casing is sealed to prevent environmental contaminants from penetrating
into the lubricant reservoir and to ensure that no lubricant leaks into the environment.

Automatic Lubrication for Your Rock Crusher Plants
Designed for extreme weather conditions and severe job requirements often faced in Canada, FLO’s installed
System for rock crusher plants consists of a 120 VAC Series 203 pump, UV positive displacement grease metering
valves, fittings, tubing, hose, grease pressure gauge, in-line grease filter and custom guarding. Pumps include
an integrated adjustable timer for easy installation, trouble-free operation and maximum flexibility. Reservoirs
range from 8L to 60kg original refinery containers. This system is typically monitored for low level and lube
failure via a remote alarm enclosure. Our crusher plant system services: cam bearings, shaft bearings, idlers, loading and
discharge conveyor bearings/pulleys, swing arm and plain bushings. A separate system can service secondary tool lubrication,
such as the hammer boom, stick pin, bushings, hydraulic cylinder bearings, etc.
A heavy duty electric pump with integrated adjustable timer dispenses lubricant to the progressive metering valves at timed
intervals. The lubricant is pumped to the primary metering valve, which distributes it to secondary metering valves in specific
zones of service. The secondary metering valves deliver measured amounts of lubricant proportional to each lube point in
its zone. The FLO system is suitable for most off-the-shelf North American greases and will handle lubricants up to an NLGI
#2 rating to -25 ºC or -13ºF.
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TOTAL LUBE SOLUTIONS

RELIABLE AUTOMATIC PROTECTION OF ALL YOUR OFF-ROAD EQUIPMENT
FLO’s Yellow Iron Lubrication System is similar to the rock crusher plants System, but uses a 12/24 VDC pump package and integrated
adjustable timer/controller (typically mounted on operator deck behind the cab for ease of visual monitoring and service), and the
reservoirs range from 5 - 15 lbs. On wheel loaders,
our system services: steer cylinders, oscillating axles,
upper and lower articulation, lift cylinders, boom top
• Lift Cylinders Rod End
frame pins, tilt cylinders, tilt link pivot, pushrods
• Boom Top Frame Pins
and boom to bucket pivot.
• Tilt Cylinders Base End
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Oscillating Axles
Steer Cylinders Barrel End
Steer Cylinders Rod End
Upper Articulation
Lower Articulation
Lift Cylinders Base End

Tilt Cylinders Rod End
Tilt Link Pivot
Push Rods to Tilt Link
Push Rod to Bucket

• Boom to Bucket

THE FLO DIFFERENCE
FLO Components Ltd. is a lubrication systems specialist and the leading supplier of “Total Lube Solutions” to major manufacturers
and heavy equipment users in Ontario and Manitoba. Established in 1977, we are committed to “Meeting Customers’ Needs
Better” with qualified, well trained people who focus at making us the best at responding quickly, at installing professionally and at
providing quality customized lubrication solutions for all our customers - done right the first time. Our clients understand that
they’re not dealing with “just another lube equipment supplier”. They consistently choose FLO because they know they can trust
and rely on FLO to take care of them, quickly and professionally. It is with this level of expertise and commitment that FLO will
design, install and maintain an Automatic Lubrication System for you.

THE FLO EFFECT

Experience - We have helped industry leaders improve productivity and reduce
operating costs with “peace of mind” solutions for over 40 years.

Flexibility - We meet the requirements of your most demanding applications
with the largest range of products and services in your local area.
Fast Response - Guaranteed within 24 hours.
Expertise - All our technicians have a skilled trade ticket, are participating in an
apprenticeship program or have applicable industry experience. We service
products from SKF, Vogel, Lincoln, RPM QuickFit™, CoreLube Equipment and Graco,
as well as most other major lubrication equipment manufacturers’ brands.

Convenience - Our industry exclusive Mobile Workshops and our ability to create your solution “on site” frees
up your resources to focus on your core business.
Trust - 90% of our business comes from customers who have relied on us for over 15 years.

FLO Components Ltd.
50 Admiral Blvd., Mississauga, ON L5T 2W1
sales@flocomponents.com

TOLL FREE
CB-SAG-1218

800.668.5458

• MISSISSAUGA

905.671.2355

For Total Lube Solutions,

GO WITH THE FLO!
• WINNIPEG

204.832.3040

• FAX

905.671.2358

